
A Course of Love Chapter 9 & Chapter 10 
 

Chapter 9 The Prodigal’s Return 
“Emotions speak the language of your separated self rather than the language of your heart. They are 

the forward guard of your defense system, always on the lookout for what might hurt or slight the little 

you that they deem under their protection…If you felt no need to protect your heart, or any of those 

bodies that you love, your feelings would retain their innocence and could not hurt you in any way.” 

(9.2) The desire to protect is a desire that arises from distrust and is based totally on fear. (9.2)  

We have a real memory of creation that we have distorted but have remembered that all things exist in 

relationship, and that all things happen in relationship. (9.4) We did not create our Self, but we did 

create the body. “It was created for its usefulness just like every other object that shares the space [we] 

occupy…It contains the means for joining, but for joining that is of a temporary nature.” (9.6) We made 

the body to make the separation real to us. 

“You have always been as you were created, but this is what you chose to make from that which you 

started. I other words, you took what you are and this of yourself. You did not create something from 

nothing and you did not usurp the power of God. You took what God created and turned it into an 

illusion so powerful that you believe it is what you are, rather than believing in the truth. But just as you 

have done this, you can undo this. This is the choice set before you—to go on believing in the illusion 

you have made, or to begin to see the truth.” (9.8) 

The misperceptions of our heart remain closer to truth than any other. Remembrance will help to still 

the mind and reveal the truth. (9.12) “In your feelings, especially those you cannot name, lies your 

connection to all that is.” “You do not allow anything that exists in your world, including yourself, to be 

what it is.” (9.13) 

The problem with your feelings is that only the separated self is listening to them. It is the attempts of 

the separated self to interpret and label what feelings would say that become distorted, judged and 

evaluated. (9.14) 

There are only two emotions: fear and love. As with all our problems with perception, fear is what 

blocks the vision of your heart, the light the Christ would shine upon the darkness.(9.17) Fear is nothing 

but a choice, and it can be replaced by choice of another kind. (9.18)You project fear outward and away 

from yourself, seeing not that you keep what which you would project. Seeing not that outward signs of 

fear are but reflections of what you keep within. (9.20) 

We feel lacking and so we want. We want and want and want. We truly believe we do not have what we 

need and we continuously make ourselves needy. “What would you do with your life is you had no 

needs to meet? What would you do with your life if you have no fear? These questions are the same” 

(9.23) 

The only replacement that can occur that will accomplish what you seek is the replacement of illusion 

with the truth, fear with love, the separated self with your real Self. All that you are asked to give up is 

this insane notion that you are alone. (9.24-25) 

“You are the prodigal sons and daughters welcomed constantly to return home to your Father’s safe 

embrace.” (9.29) “God’s will for you is happiness, and never has it been otherwise.” (9.23) What you 

have lost is missing, but is not gone. Once you find it, you will know it. It is the only thing that bring you 

peace, happiness, contentment, and a sense of belonging. 



What is lacking is UNION. Union with the world, with God, and with the people and things within the 

world. “While there is no need in truth for this forgiveness…your desire to be forgiven is a first step 

away from your belief you can fix things on your own…it is the precursor of atonement” (9.35) We have 

used our relationships with employers, spouses, family, friends, and even stores and substances to 

supply a lack, to make us whole.(9.39) We trade one usefulness for another in a complex web of use and 

abuse. (9.43) 

All such confusion stems from the initial confusion of the use you think your body would put you to. All 

such confusion stems from your displacement of yourself and your abdication of your power to the 

things that you have made. (9.45) Your intent is not evil, but guided by the guilt and false remembering 

of the separated self (9.46)  

“Attempts to modify the behavior of abuse are near to useless in a world based on use. The foundation 

of the world must change, and the stimulus for this change lies within you. All use ends with joining, for 

use is what you have traded joining for…would it not simply be better to end this charade? To admit that 

you were not created for separate, but for union” (9.49) 

“Such is the world that God did create: A world so lovely and so peaceful that when you see it once 

again you will cry with joy and forget your sadness in an instant.” (9.47) 

Chapter 10 Use and Understanding 
This chapter dives deeply into the misconception of the purpose of the body. 

“You have not been told that the body does not exist, only that it is not you. Like all tools you made, it is 

illusion because you have no need of tools. But while you believe you do, it is quite real to you. To give 

up the body entirely is a choice you need not make. As your learning advances you will see that this is 

possible, but there may be reasons not to choose this. At this point, however, all this is asked is that 

your body is seen as what it is- both in terms of what you made it for and in terms of the way in which 

you can now be guided to use it for the benefit of all.” (10.16) 

Nothing happens to the Son of God by accident This observation will help to put the responsibility of 

your life back into your hands, where it belongs. You are not helpless, nor are you at the whim of forces 

beyond your control. The only force beyond your control is your own mind, and this need not be. (10.17) 

When you find yourself in a situation you do not life, again offer your willingness to find some happiness 

within it. (10.18) Joy is truly the greatest threat to the separated self, for it comes from union and 

reinforces union’s appeal at the expense of the appeal of the separation. (10.19) The separated self is so 

ensconced in fear that the known fears of its existence seem preferable to the unknown fears of any 

other kind of existence. [exercise in 10.23] Thoughts are not seen nor heard and yet they are with you 

constantly, and never more so than as you conduct your experiment in detachment from the body. 

(10.25) Whether they wander aimlessly or are quite focused, your thoughts are more the source of all 

you are and all you do than is the body you observe. 

What your mind still would deny your heart cannot.  

 

Thought of the Week 
“When your separated self whispers to you, “your body is but a fact,” all you need tell yourself is, “I am 

still willing to believe otherwise.” (10.8)  

I am willing to believe I have everything I need despite the ‘fact’ that it does not seem so. 


